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Most Americans have considered, and still consider, Abraham Lincoln to be a heroic figure. From his
humble beginnings to his leadership of a divided nation during the Civil War to his early efforts in abolishing
slavery, Lincoln’s legacy is one of deep personal and political courage. In this unique and concise retelling of
many of the key moments and achievements of Lincoln’s life and work, Frank J. Williams explores in detail
what it means to be a hero and how Lincoln embodied the qualities Americans look for in their heroes.

            Lincoln as Hero shows how—whether it was as president, lawyer, or schoolboy—Lincoln extolled

the foundational virtues of American society. Williams describes the character and leadership traits that

define American heroism, including ideas and beliefs, willpower, pertinacity, the ability to communicate,

and magnanimity. Using both celebrated episodes and lesser-known anecdotes from Lincoln’s life and

achievements, Williams presents a wide-ranging analysis of these traits as they were demonstrated in

Lincoln’s rise, starting with his self-education as a young man and moving on to his training and experience

as a lawyer, his entry onto the political stage, and his burgeoning grasp of military tactics and leadership.

            Williams also examines in detail how Lincoln embodied heroism in standing against secession and

fighting to preserve America’s great democratic experiment. With a focused sense of justice and a great

respect for the mandates of both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, Lincoln came to

embrace freedom for the enslaved, and his Emancipation Proclamation led the way for the Thirteenth

Amendment, which abolished slavery. Lincoln’s legacy as a hero and secular saint was secured when his

lifeended by assassination as the Civil War was drawing to a close

            Touching on Lincoln’s humor and his quest for independence, justice, and equality, Williams outlines

the path Lincoln took to becoming a great leader and an American hero, showing readers why his heroism is

still relevant. True heroes, Williams argues, are successful not just by the standards of their own time but

also through achievements that transcend their own eras and resonate throughout history—with their words

and actions living on in our minds, if we are imaginative, and in our actions, if we are wise. 
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From reader reviews:

Victor Parisi:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important thing for
us to understand everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or even goal; it means that book has
different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They can be
reading whatever they consider because their hobby is usually reading a book. Consider the person who don't
like reading through a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book whenever they found difficult
problem or perhaps exercise. Well, probably you will want this Lincoln as Hero (Concise Lincoln Library).

William Fields:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Sure, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a walk,
shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or read a book called Lincoln as Hero (Concise Lincoln
Library)? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time along
with your favorite's book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have various
other opinion?

Warren Bowers:

The book untitled Lincoln as Hero (Concise Lincoln Library) is the publication that recommended to you
you just read. You can see the quality of the guide content that will be shown to anyone. The language that
publisher use to explained their way of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a
lot of analysis when write the book, and so the information that they share for your requirements is
absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Lincoln as Hero (Concise Lincoln Library) from the
publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Michael Madden:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the extra time or they
will get large amount of stress from both daily life and work. So , once we ask do people have time, we will
say absolutely sure. People is human not just a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you
possess when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer will unlimited right. Then ever try this
one, reading books. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the particular book you
have read is actually Lincoln as Hero (Concise Lincoln Library).
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